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About the Technology
Sound colour
Sound color is often used as a pictorial
explanation of perception and we often
hear descriptors such as color, temperature, feeling, depth and other dimensions of music.
Timbre or color of the instruments and vocals come
largely from the harmonics heard. A “pure” tone, a
sine, has no overtones and is perceived as without
color or sound. When an instrument makes a sound
it will contain natural distortions that generate harmonic renditions.

Technology
explained
Most parts in a Forsman VSS speaker
are unique. Forsman goes down non traditional
paths and dont shy away from using unusual solutions.
The dipolar principle is a wellknow sound princilpe. However, no standard programs or development tools exist for dipoles. Therefore significant
kompetences and dilligence are needed to develop

our unique porducts. Dipoles create a soundscape
which match the soundscape your ears are expecting. When you enter a church you will instantly
detect the acoustics of the room and your head
expects that music and speech are in tune withthe
long reveberation times. This is one of the areas of
the psychoacoustichs wich are beeing researched intensively. As a HiFi producer we find it very relevant
to engage and investigate how the brain percieves
sounds and which factors play a role.

When measuring the frequency response and reverberation times of the instruments you can clearly see the
harmonics of the frequency doubling. A 440Hz tone
has harmonics at 880Hz, 1760 Hz, 3520Hz 7040Hz
and 14080Hz. For each harmonic overtone the rendering “strength” of each note decreases. When there
are many overtones the sound is perceived as “near”
and “credible”. People “like” distortions in the 3rd upper harmonics and call this “warm” and “rich” sound.
Tone of the instruments can be measured as the deviation in the theoretical reduction in sound pressure. This discrepancy comes from the instrument’s
resonance characteristics that amplify or dampen different in the frequency range we hear in. This is very
evident in stringed instruments like acoustic guitars
which detects differences in guitar cases by detecting
the harmonics. On electric guitars the sound colour
comes from amplifier and speaker.
This is why in the studio a recording microphone
is placed on the guitar speaker and do not plug the
guitar straight into the mixing board.
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Tweeter and
midrange
On Forsmans speakers the tweeter and
midrange are dipole Magnetostat which
are symmetrical forward and backward.
The midrange is on top and the treble is at ear level
when seated. Both these elements have been given a
double wave control (Waveguide) which constitutes
a vertical horn both forward and backward.
This unique combination of dipole and horn technique allows for a smooth and homogeneous decay
of all the tones in the musical overtones. The integrated Wave Guide provides a perfect phasepurity.
It also provides an incredibly accurate and detailed
perspective in a wide listening area.

Bass array
The lower frequencies comprises three
bass elements which are also dipole. The
Bass elements are designed by Forsmans founder, Tor
Forsman, and produced in the Nordic region’s most
advanced element factory in Norway. The bass array
playing in a dipole configuration has the same resistance and pressure build-up in both directions. In
a cabinet speaker the pressure build-up depends on
the volume of the resonance space and the elements
must be adapted to this increased resistance inside
the cabinet. The membrane thus gets a subdued
movement in relation to the actual signals sent from
the amplifier. Forsmans Dipole speakers, however,
can use the optimal damping factor Qt = 0.7 which
provides clean renderings without linearity loss and

do not have to cheat non-linear axial movement to
mask away cabinet effects. All elements have a phase
plug in the center that is mounted in the drive to
the speaker. This phase plug eliminates air from the
center of the speaker coming through the magnet.
This removes the cause of the breathing sounds you
can get with traditional elements when the sound
is forced through a center hole of the magnet and
is blown out as a bass port. Again the benefits are
detailed, crystal clear and accurate reproduction without breathing sounds or
other adaptations.

Basic
Frequencies
Forsmans Dipole Bassarray play all
frequencies from 20 to 600Hz where the
midrange element takes over. Nearly all
instruments and voices have their base frequencies in this frequency range. Especially for female
vocals where the base frequency is around 250 Hz
and the first harmonic overtone around 500 Hz.
Male vocals have a base frequency of around 125

Hz so that both 1. and 2. overtone are reproduced
by the bassarray. This results in an absolutely pure
phase of base frequencies which are experienced as
music with the right amount of colour, sound and
emphasis. Furthermore the presicion in the holographical image increases. It is very apparent from
where the different instruments are playing in the
room, not only horisontally but also in the dept of
the soundscape as well.
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VSS Acoustical
Baffel equivalent
For a dipole to be able to play well it is
neccessary with a certain amount of
lenght on the baffle, or the centreplate
as it is also called. The ideal shape of a dipolar
baffle is an ellipsis.
By folding two ellipses into a cylinder a design
which is first class is achieved and at the same time
the ideal acoustics are more than handled.
Ideally a speaker should have the same acoustical
extend as that of a microphone. This is not possible
due to physics. Only few other than Forsman has
worked on this.

The Crossover
The crossover in Forsmans speakers are
especially designed for dipole speakers.
We have developed a unique expertise around crossover theory and dipoles, which we use in all our
speakers. The crossovers are designed in a manner
so the end result is homogenic rolloff, timing and
correct phase transitions and homogenic spreading of resulting sound impression. The last part is
extremely important for the listening experience. It
does not help anything if the elements are in phase
at the crossover at -6db, they also have to be in phase

1 octave above and 1 octave below, measured in the
real listeningposition. Every component is measured to satisfy the demand to linearity in the specific frequency ranges for which they are utilized.
Impedance matching is done for the bass elements
with a proprietary primary inductance with three
parallel conductors. The circuit board on which
the crossover is mounted is of double thickness and
fasteners have been situated so that they dampen
the resonances the most. Terminal connections
go right into the crossover without wires or other
connection points inbetween.

It is of enormous advantage to reduce the horisontal extent of elements. The stereo perspective gains
more detail, the positioning and pin-point presicions are increased dramatically. This is the effect
which makes it possible to point exactly to where
the musicians stand in the room. At that moment
the speakers “dissapear” in the soundscape and the
music is simply present in the room. This is what is
known as listening free of the box.
When measuring the distance from any point on a
membrane around the speaker and onto the same
point on the rear, we get the acoustical membrane
lenght. On Forsmans speakers the acoustical horisontal lenght is less than 30 mm! This means all
basic frequencies emanates from the same spot, and
you believe you are at a concert.

Bi-Wiring
There are 2 connections on Forsman’s
VSS speakers, called Bi-Wiring in technical terms. It should be connected to two wires
from the same point on the amplifier to each speaker terminal. This is done to reduce the distortion
that comes from the voltage drop across the speaker
wires used. Bass and midrange / tweeter normally
uses about the same amount of effect. When playing loud it will cause voltage drop over the cable
along with the music. This voltage drop forces a
volume control between the elements so that the
speaker thereby modulate errors. The solution is to
have separate lines of bass and midrange / tweeter
that is not affected by the voltage drop across the
cable. It does not help to connect the terminals of
the speaker.
The terminals are located on the underside of the
speaker so that the connections are hidden and not
sticking out like a sore thumb. After all, it is an awardwinning furniture design we are talking about.
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Turbulence And
Edgeresonances
Just at the edge of the vertical split it is
shaped with a sharp angle. Unlike a normal
loudspeaker design where it is often a right angle, at
best the edges have been rounded a bit.
When the sound pushes through Forsmans Vertical
Split, the sound pressure will drag the air from the
outside of the speaker. These two air streams meet
in the sharp transition and melt together much like
the air leaving the edge of an airplane wing.
There will be no turbulence or noise and breathing
sounds. The same happens when the diaphragm
pulls back, the air is split at the sharp edge and divide without turbulence and noise.

Legs in a
silicone coupling
Speakers should not cause any floor
movement and there are many ways to
do this. Forsmans speakers are connected to the
floor with a piston that floats on three silicon elements inside the sleek black anodized legs. Leg damping eliminates the transfer of their own resonances
from the cabinet to the floor, and at the same time
prevents the music generated frequencies from the
floor going into the speaker. The solution has a long
life and there is no danger of damaging the floor.

Grille Design
The grille is made of a stamped material
with very good transition. Hexagon holes are
oriented in the matrix so that the material between
them is always less than 0.9 mm. This construction
is well known from nature, such as bi cubes, providing superior strength.

The grill stops its own resonances and it lets the
sound pass just as well through the entire frequency
spectrum. There will be no staining or sound effects
no matter how high or low you play. In addition, the
grill is curved into a cylinder shape that dampens
out any hint of influence from the outside.
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Vertical Split System

The real deal
with Forsman.
Forsman has for many years delivered the
superlative in dipol speakers.
Ever since the first folded dipol was launched more
than 20 years ago with the patented Vertical Split
System, Forsman has continually been unsurpassed when it comes to realistic sound reproduction.
Many remember the handmade VSS2, VSS3 and
the top of the line Ultima with great joy.
Forsman now introduces an upgrade path for
these models. Furthermore Forsman has launched
products which are produced industrially and with
a significantly shorter deliverytime.
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VSS5 Classic
VSS5 Classic
Forsman VSS5 Classic are speakers with Vertical
Split System and analogue crossovers.
They ought to be driven by high quality equipment
and has biwiring terminals.
VSS5 comes with integrated legs which ensures a
frequency neutral coupling to the floor.
VSS5 is precise and consice in the imageing stage
and gives a musical experience which makes the
heart beat faster and the brain start to wonder.
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VSS5 Classic
VSS5Classic
VSS5
Ekte vare
Forsman
VSS4pleasure.
Forsmans
Topmed
Model
is a visual
i mange år levert
det ypperste
It isForsman
made in har
uncompromising
quality.
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Perfection
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list when
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response is unsurpassed.
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med
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har Forsman
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provide
a sound
your
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“VSS 5 Classic is a both delicate and exciting speaker
that will undoubtedly delight many with its grand and
detailed sound with exceptionally good bass”
Test of VSS5 in Fidelity
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VSS4 Classic
VSS4 is an intoxicating sight for the eye and fits well
into any home. It has been designed with classical lines
and geometry and appears timeless and very exclusive.
Forsmans designer; Anne Cecilie Hoppstock has
created a visual language which is perfectedly suited
and adapted to the Vertical Split Dipol technology.
In all its might and glory - it is available in any
imaginable colour, inclusive the colour of your
favourite car or listening chair.
The speakers are a modest 24cm in diameter and stand
115cm tall. Sure, they weigh 27,5Kg a piece, but stand
on 5 feet with acoustic decoupling from the floor, in
addition they are easy to move and reposition.

“Magic Holography - With it’s gigantic soundstage and razor-sharp precision, Norwegian
Forsman’s new speakers are made for those who
like to listen!”		
Test of VSS4 in Lyd og Bilde
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VSS4
Forsmans speakers always sound natural
in the room.
The manufacturers postulate is that
“Everything sounds better with Forsman.”

“If You want a stunning stereo perspective and
a music reproduction that is to touch and feel,
then Forsman VSS4 is truly an exciting speaker”
Test af VSS4 i Lyd og Bilde

Standard RAL colours
9011
1012

9001
1021

7016
2000

6015
3002

6002
3005

5015
3015

5003
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2012
The D2 series

The D2 series consists of the models D2-8 and D2-10,
impossible to produce, according to conventional theories of reproduction, but Forsman has done it again.
Thanks to heavy experimental research and long experience in thinking outside the box, the development
department broke limits and created a new series that
also crosses borders sonically.
The price / quality ratio is unique, these speakers must
be experienced.

• The Units
	Both the D2/8 and D2/10 are equipped
with magnetostatic elements that play just
as well to the front as to the rear.

• Sidepanels
	The sidepanels are produced in aluminium,
anodized and lacquered in a hot air powder
coating system utilizing anodization. The
curvatures and the form all work together
to achieve an acoustic absorbing grib due to
the tension inherent in the construction - as
all the components mutually cancel each
other. Everything is in a calculated tension
which takes advantage of the ability in aluminium to bend.

• Forsman Float
	The D2 series have the same lavish suspension as used in Forsmans larger models.
The sleek black anodized cylindrical legs
provide a stable decoupling from the floor.
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Cables

Cables

FEED4
Forsman Feed4 are speaker cables with an
exceptionally open and transparent soundscape. It gives the sound that extra bit it needs
to reign on the top level.

“It looks like it is expensive, and the sound
suggests the same, but for 7,500 kroner, this is the
best speaker cable I’ve heard on this side of NOK
30,000 in my system.”
Test of FEED4 in Hjemmekino 3/11

Forsman Feed4 mk2.2 comes in pairs.
To utilize bi-wiring 2 sets of Feed4 are needed. The one end of the cable is terminated
with hollow bananatype plugs, especially
suited for the terminals on Forsmans speakers. The terminals are fastened onto the pipe/
banana plug, and ensures that there will be
no stress on the cable nor that it will come
loose when the speakers are moved around.
The transition resistence is the lowest possible
with souch a coupling. At the amplifier end
of the cables they are terminated with spade
plugs which fits 2 different diametres.
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VSS5 Classic

Midrange
Magnetostat element
from BG Corporation

Midrange
Magnetostat fires to
the front and back

Tweeter
Magnetostat element
from BG Corporation

Tweeter
Magnetostat fires to the
front and back, the baffle
directs the sound

Bass
The membrane has a hole
cut in the center to avoid
whisteling sounds emenating from the magnet.
Designed by Tor Forsman,
produced at SEAS.
Bass
3 x 10 inch Bas woofers,
with stationary center cone
produced at SEAS
VSS
The edge ensures a natural
perfect blending of sound
and air waves. This is partly
why the listening mind can
picture the sound so close
to the original.

VSS
The patented Vertical Split
is a geniality that produce
the holography in the
sound picture.

Steering
The very rigid structure of
the membrane supports and
steers the moving menbrane

Magnet Cap
A rubber cap stops all movement of air thru the magnet

Base
The base of the VSS5
contains crossover.

Feet
The 5 oil damped cylinders
absorbs all returning
frequencies from the floor.
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Specifications

VSS5 Classic

D2/10

Tweeter:..............................................................Magnetostat

Tweeter:..............................................................Magnetostat

Midrange:............................................................Magnetostat

Midrange:............................................................Magnetostat

Bass:................................................................. 3 x 10 Inches

Bass:................................................................. 2 x 10 Inches

Crossoverfrequencies:.................................... 370Hz / 10kHz

Crossoverfrequencies:.................................... 480Hz / 10kHz

Frequencyresponce (-3dB):........................... <21Hz - 27KHz

Frequencyresponce (-3dB):........................... <21Hz - 27KHz

Impedance:.................................. 4 ohm (minimum 2.8 ohm)

Impedance:...................................6 ohm (minimum 4.8 ohm)

Sensitivity(2,88 v/m):................................................... 88 dB

Sensitivity(2,88 v/m):................................................... 92 dB

IEC Power Handling:................................................... 115 db

IEC Power Handling:...................................................105 db

Size:.............................................. 147cm tall, 32cm diameter

Size:....................................................130cm tall, 24cm deep

Weight:.................................................................47 kg each

Weight:.................................................................25 kg each

Colour:....................................... Walnut, black ash, white ash

Colour:........................... Silver and black anodized aluminium

VSS4 Classic

D2/8

Tweeter:..............................................................Magnetostat

Tweeter:..............................................................Magnetostat

Midrange:...........................................................Magnetostat

Midrange:...........................................................Magnetostat

Bass:...................................................................3 x 8 Inches

Bass:...................................................................2 x 8 Inches

Crossoverfrequencies:.................................... 480Hz / 10kHz

Crossoverfrequencies:.................................... 480Hz / 10kHz

Frequencyresponce (-3dB):.............................. 27Hz - 27KHz

Frequencyresponce (-3dB):.............................. 27Hz - 27KHz

Impedance:...................................4 ohm (minimum 2.6 ohm)

Impedance:...................................6 ohm (minimum 4.8 ohm)

Sensitivity(2,88 v/m):................................................... 88 dB

Sensitivity(2,88 v/m):................................................... 92 dB

IEC Power Handling:................................................... 500 W

IEC Power Handling:...................................................105 db

Size:.............................................. 115cm tall, 24cm diameter

Size:....................................................127cm tall, 24cm deep

Weight:.............................................................. 27,5 kg each

Weight:.................................................................20 kg each

Colour:................................................ Many different colours

Colour:........................... Silver and black anodized aluminium

